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Logan Gyre now holds the throne, but Kylar Stern
has acquired a powerful new enemy, a goddess bent
on the destruction of all that Kylar holds dear in the
concluding volume of the the Night Angel Trilogy by
NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks. Logan Gyre is
king of Cenaria, a country under siege, with a
threadbare army and little hope. He has one
chance--a desperate gamble, but one that could
destroy his kingdom. In the north, the new Godking
has a plan. If it comes to fruition, no one will have
the power to stop him. Kylar Stern has no choice. To
save his friends--and perhaps his enemies--he must
accomplish the impossible: assassinate a goddess.
Devour this blockbuster tale of assassination and
magic by Brent Weeks which has delighted readers
all over the world--with over one million copies in
print. Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's
Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The
Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night
Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The
Graphic Novel For more from Brent Weeks, check
out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife
The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White
Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for
Criticism and the Mark Lynton History Prize Through
the story of the pioneering photographer Eadweard
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Muybridge, the author of Recollections of My
Nonexistence explores what it was about California
in the late 19th-century that enabled it to become
such a center of technological and cultural
innovation The world as we know it today began in
California in the late 1800s, and Eadweard
Muybridge had a lot to do with it. This striking
assertion is at the heart of Rebecca Solnit’s new
book, which weaves together biography, history, and
fascinating insights into art and technology to create
a boldly original portrait of America on the threshold
of modernity. The story of Muybridge—who in 1872
succeeded in capturing high-speed motion
photographically—becomes a lens for a larger story
about the acceleration and industrialization of
everyday life. Solnit shows how the peculiar
freedoms and opportunities of post–Civil War
California led directly to the two
industries—Hollywood and Silicon Valley—that have
most powerfully defined contemporary society.
"This is absorbing, headlong reading, a play on
classic horror with an inventiveness of its own... As
with all the best illusions, you are left feeling not
tricked, but full of wonder." – The New York Times
The haunting new thriller from Alex North, author of
the New York Times bestseller The Whisper Man
You knew a teenager like Charlie Crabtree. A dark
imagination, a sinister smile--always on the outside
of the group. Some part of you suspected he might
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be capable of doing something awful. Twenty-five
years ago, Crabtree did just that, committing a
murder so shocking that it’s attracted that strange
kind of infamy that only exists on the darkest corners
of the internet--and inspired more than one copycat.
Paul Adams remembers the case all too well:
Crabtree--and his victim--were Paul’s friends. Paul
has slowly put his life back together. But now his
mother, old and suffering from dementia, has taken a
turn for the worse. Though every inch of him resists,
it is time to come home. It's not long before things
start to go wrong. Paul learns that Detective Amanda
Beck is investigating another copycat that has struck
in the nearby town of Featherbank. His mother is
distressed, insistent that there's something in the
house. And someone is following him. Which
reminds him of the most unsettling thing about that
awful day twenty-five years ago. It wasn't just the
murder. It was the fact that afterward, Charlie
Crabtree was never seen again...
“Kingdom of Shadows must be called a spy novel,
but it transcends genre, as did some Graham
Greene and Eric Ambler classics.”—The Washington
Post Paris, 1938. As Europe edges toward war,
Nicholas Morath, an urbane former cavalry officer,
spends his days working at the small advertising
agency he owns and his nights in the bohemian
circles of his Argentine mistress. But Morath has
been recruited by his uncle, Count Janos Polanyi, a
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diplomat in the Hungarian legation, for operations
against Hitler’s Germany. It is Morath who does
Polanyi’s clandestine work, moving between the
beach cafés of Juan-les-Pins and the forests of
Ruthenia, from Czech fortresses in the Sudetenland
to the private gardens of the déclassé royalty in
Budapest. The web Polanyi spins for Morath is deep
and complex and pits him against German
intelligence officers, NKVD renegades, and Croat
assassins in a shadow war of treachery and
uncertain loyalties, a war that Hungary cannot afford
to lose. Alan Furst is frequently compared with Eric
Ambler, Graham Greene, and John le Carré, but
Kingdom of Shadows is distinctive and entirely
original. It is Furst at his very best. Praise for
Kingdom of Shadows “Kingdom of Shadows offers a
realm of glamour and peril that are seamlessly
intertwined and seem to arise effortlessly from the
author’s consciousness.”—Janet Maslin, The New
York Times “Subtly spun, sensitive to nuances,
generous with contemporary detail and information
discreetly conveyed. . . . It’s hard to overestimate
Kingdom of Shadows.”—Eugen Weber, Los Angeles
Times “A triumph: evocative, heartfelt, knowing and
witty.”—Robert J. Hughes, The Wall Street Journal
“Imagine discovering an unscreened espionage
thriller from the late 1930s, a classic black- andwhite movie that captures the murky allegiances and
moral ambiguity of Europe on the brink of war. . . .
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Nothing can be like watching Casablanca for the first
time, but Furst comes closer than anyone has in
years.”—Walter Shapiro, Time
From NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks comes
the first novel in his breakout fantasy trilogy in which
a young boy trains under the city's most legendary
and feared assassin, Durzo Blint. For Durzo Blint,
assassination is an art -- and he is the city's most
accomplished artist. For Azoth, survival is
precarious. Something you never take for granted.
As a guild rat, he's grown up in the slums, and
learned to judge people quickly -- and to take risks.
Risks like apprenticing himself to Durzo Blint. But to
be accepted, Azoth must turn his back on his old life
and embrace a new identity and name. As Kylar
Stern, he must learn to navigate the assassins' world
of dangerous politics and strange magics -- and
cultivate a flair for death.
"A new star is rising in the fantasy firmament...teems
with magic and spine-chilling amounts of
skullduggery."–Dave Duncan, author of The Great
Game When young Alec of Kerry is taken prisoner
for a crime he didn’t commit, he is certain that his
life is at an end. But one thing he never expected
was his cellmate. Spy, rogue, thief, and noble,
Seregil of Rhiminee is many things–none of them
predictable. And when he offers to take on Alec as
his apprentice, things may never be the same for
either of them. Soon Alec is traveling roads he never
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knew existed, toward a war he never suspected was
brewing. Before long he and Seregil are embroiled in
a sinister plot that runs deeper than either can
imagine, and that may cost them far more than their
lives if they fail. But fortune is as unpredictable as
Alec’s new mentor, and this time there just might
be…Luck in the Shadows.
"I love every aspect of this amazing book—a
genderfluid hero, a deadly contest, and vicious
courtly intrigue. Get! Read! Now!" —Tamora Pierce,
#1 New York Times bestselling author I Needed to
Win. They Needed to Die. Sallot Leon is a thief, and
a good one at that. But gender fluid Sal wants
nothing more than to escape the drudgery of life as a
highway robber and get closer to the upperclass—and the nobles who destroyed their home.
When Sal steals a flyer for an audition to become a
member of The Left Hand—the Queen's personal
assassins, named after the rings she wears—Sal
jumps at the chance to infiltrate the court and get
revenge. But the audition is a fight to the death filled
with clever circus acrobats, lethal apothecaries, and
vicious ex-soldiers. A childhood as a common
criminal hardly prepared Sal for the trials. And as Sal
succeeds in the competition, and wins the heart of
Elise, an intriguing scribe at court, they start to
dream of a new life and a different future, but one
that Sal can have only if they survive. More Praise
for Mask of Shadows: A Bustle Most Anticipated YA
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of 2017! "Compelling and relatable characters, a
fascinating world with dangerous magic, and a dash
of political intrigue: Mask of Shadows completely
delivered. Fantasy fans will love this book."—Jodi
Meadows, New York Times bestselling coauthor of
My Lady Jane "An intriguing world and a fantastically
compelling main character make for a can't-miss
debut. Miller's Mask of Shadows will make you glad
you're not an assassin—and even gladder Sal
is."—Kiersten White, New York Times bestselling
author of And I Darken and Now I Rise
For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art-and he is the
city's most accomplished artist. For Azoth, survival is
precarious. Something you never take for granted.
As a guild rat, he's grown up in the slums, and
learned to judge people quickly - and to take risks.
Risks like apprenticing himself to Durzo Blint. But to
be accepted, Azoth must turn his back on his old life
and embrace a new identity and name. As Kylar
Stern, he must learn to navigate the assassins' world
of dangerous politics and strange magics - and
cultivate a flair for death.
Four months have passed since the shadow stone fell
into Kell's possession. Four months since his path
crossed with Delilah Bard. Four months since Rhy was
wounded and the Dane twins fell, and the stone was cast
with Holland's dying body through the rift, and into Black
London. In many ways, things have almost returned to
normal, though Rhy is more sober, and Kell is now
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plagued by his guilt. Restless, and having given up
smuggling, Kell is visited by dreams of ominous magical
events, waking only to think of Lila, who disappeared
from the docks like she always meant to do. As Red
London finalizes preparations for the Element Games-an
extravagent international competition of magic, meant to
entertain and keep healthy the ties between neighboring
countries-a certain pirate ship draws closer, carrying old
friends back into port. But while Red London is caught up
in the pageantry and thrills of the Games, another
London is coming back to life, and those who were
thought to be forever gone have returned. After all, a
shadow that was gone in the night reappears in the
morning, and so it seems Black London has risen againand so to keep magic's balance, another London must
fall.
"The Ship of Shadows" by H. Bedford-Jones. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or
yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
"Laura Sebastian is the next Madeline Miller. . . . a fierce,
fresh, lyrical tale that will enthrall until the last
page."--Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling author
of The Huntress A Popsugar Best Summer Read of 2021
A Bibliolifestyle Most Anticipated Summer 2021 Sci-fi
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and Fantasy Book "Magical, haunting, unique--I haven't
been so excited about an Arthur book since I read The
Once and Future King ."--Tamora Pierce, #1 New York
Times bestselling author The Lady of Shalott reclaims
her story in this bold feminist reimagining of the Arthurian
myth from the New York Times bestselling author of Ash
Princess. Everyone knows the legend. Of Arthur,
destined to be a king. Of the beautiful Guinevere, who
will betray him with his most loyal knight, Lancelot. Of the
bitter sorceress, Morgana, who will turn against them all.
But Elaine alone carries the burden of knowing what is to
come--for Elaine of Shalott is cursed to see the future.
On the mystical isle of Avalon, Elaine runs free and
learns of the ancient prophecies surrounding her and her
friends--countless possibilities, almost all of them tragic.
When their future comes to claim them, Elaine,
Guinevere, Lancelot, and Morgana accompany Arthur to
take his throne in stifling Camelot, where magic is
outlawed, the rules of society chain them, and enemies
are everywhere. Yet the most dangerous threats may
come from within their own circle. As visions are fulfilled
and an inevitable fate closes in, Elaine must decide how
far she will go to change destiny--and what she is willing
to sacrifice along the way.
Forced to move into a haunted concert hall with her
distant father, "The Maestro," and aging grandmother,
Nonna, 12-year-old Olivia and classmate Henry try to lay
to rest ghosts who are tied to the Hall's past before time
and money run out.
From NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks comes the
first novel in his breakout fantasy trilogy in which a young
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boy trains under the city's most legendary and feared
assassin, Durzo Blint. For Durzo Blint, assassination is
an art--and he is the city's most accomplished artist. For
Azoth, survival is precarious. Something you never take
for granted. As a guild rat, he's grown up in the slums,
and learned to judge people quickly--and to take risks.
Risks like apprenticing himself to Durzo Blint. But to be
accepted, Azoth must turn his back on his old life and
embrace a new identity and name. As Kylar Stern, he
must learn to navigate the assassins' world of dangerous
politics and strange magics--and cultivate a flair for
death. Devour this blockbuster tale of assassination and
magic by Brent Weeks, which has delighted readers all
over the world--with over one million copies in print!
Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge
Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy
(omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (eonly) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more
from Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black
Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood
Mirror The Burning White
A Skinful of Shadows is a dark YA historical fantasy set
in the early part of the English Civil War. Makepeace is
an illegitimate daughter of the aristocratic Fellmotte
family, and as such, she shares their unique hereditary
gift: the capacity to be possessed by ghosts. Reluctant to
accept her appointed destiny as vessel for a coterie of
her ancestors, she escapes. As she flees the pursuing
Fellmottes across war-torn England, she accumulates a
motley crew of her own allies, including outcasts, misfits,
criminals, and one extremely angry dead bear. From
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Costa Book of the Year winner Frances Hardinge comes
a new dark historical fantasy that’s sure to satisfy her
leagues of fans who are eager for more.
Shadows on the Rock' is a novel by the American writer
Willa Cather. It was first published in 1931. The novel
covers one year of the lives of two French colonists in
Quebec - Cecile Auclair and her father Euclide. Like
many of Cather's books, the story is driven by detailed
portraits of the characters, rather than a narrative plot.
Llewellyn is pleased to present a new Scott Cunningham
book—a long-lost Book of Shadows. Discovered in a
battered manila envelope, this previously unpublished
manuscript was penned by Scott in the early 1980s. This
rare book includes original spells, rituals, invocations,
and an herbal grimoire. Featured in the design are
Scott's actual hand-drawn signs, symbols, and runes.
More than twenty years after his passing, Scott
Cunningham is still an iconic and highly regarded figure
in the magical community. His books on Wicca are
considered classics, and his writings continue to inspire
and inform those new to the Craft.

Kylar Stern has given up the way of shadows for a
life of peace, but when an old ally returns, Kylar must
make a deadly choice in the second novel of the
Night Angel Trilogy by NYT bestselling author Brent
Weeks. Kylar Stern has rejected the assassin's life.
The Godking's successful coup has left Kylar's
master, Durzo, and his best friend, Logan, dead. He
is starting over: new city, new friends, and new
profession. But when he learns that Logan might
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actually be alive and in hiding, Kylar is faced with an
agonizing choice: will he give up the way of shadows
forever and live in peace with his new family, or will
he risk everything by taking on the ultimate hit?
Devour this blockbuster tale of assassination and
magic by Brent Weeks, which has delighted readers
all over the world -- with over one million copies in
print!
The woman who doesn’t remember is the one he
can’t forget in this classic story by New York Times
bestselling author Cynthia Eden. Fifteen years ago,
Noelle Evers was kidnapped. Two days later, her
abductor was dead, leaving her with no memory of
what happened. Now an FBI profiler, she uses her
past trauma to get inside the minds of killers. But she
can’t read her new partner. EOD agent Thomas
Anthony is controlled. Dangerous. And hauntingly
familiar. Thomas has been covertly watching
Noelle’s back. He wanted to tell her the truth, but
couldn’t blow his cover. Their latest mission just
revealed a link to her past. With desire ramping up
between them—and a predator hunting Noelle—it’s
time for Thomas to step out of the shadows. Or lose
his second chance to save the woman he loves.
Originally published in 2014.
From USA Today bestselling author David Dalglish
"Prove that you can stand against the darkness and
live." In book #4 of the Shadowdance series, Haern
is the King's Watcher, born an assassin only to
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become the city of Veldaren's protector against the
thief guilds. When Lord Victor Kane attacks the city,
determined to stamp out all corruption, foreign gangs
pour in amidst the chaos in an attempt to overthrow
the current lords of the underworld. And when a
mysterious killer known as the Widow begins
mutilating thieves, paranoia engulfs the city. Haern
knows someone is behind the turmoil, pulling strings.
If he doesn't find out who -- and soon -- his beloved
city will burn. Light or darkness: where will the line
be drawn? Fantasy author David Dalglish spins a
tale of retribution and darkness, and an underworld
reaching for ultimate power in this fourth novel of the
Shadowdance series, previously released as Blood
of the Underworld. Shadowdance A Dance of Cloaks
A Dance of Blades A Dance of Mirrors A Dance of
Shadows A Dance of Ghosts A Dance of Chaos
Seraphim Skyborn Fireborn Shadowborn
In a world half of light, half of darkness, where
science and magic strive for dominance, there dwells
a magical being who is friendly with neither side.
Jack, of the realm of shadows, is a thief who is
unjustly punished. So he embarks on a vendetta. He
wanders through strange realms, encountering
witches, vampires, and, finally, his worst enemy: the
Lord of Bats. He consults his friend Morningstar, a
great dark angel. He is pursued by a monstrous
creature called the Borshin. But to reveal any more
would be to spoil some of the mindboggling
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surprises Jack of Shadows has in store. First
published in 1971 and long out-of-print, Jack of
Shadows is one of fantasy master Roger Zelazny's
most profound and mysterious books.
In three novels: Azoth learns the Way of Shadows
from Durzo, the city's best assassin, leaves the
profession after his master and best friend are killed
in a raid, and faces a tough decision involving an
assignment that can save his friends.
Saved by a mage's intervention from certain death,
Kaspar, the evil Duke of Olasko, is lord no more -reduced to an exile's existence and forced to wander
the harshest realms of the world he once enslaved.
Merciless deserts, forbidding mountains, and vast
oceans now separate the once powerful despot from
his former seat of power -- his dark dreams of
vengeance overwhelmed by the daily struggle for
survival. But there is a larger drama that will
entangle the broken dictator. An evil devastating and
deadly seeks entrance to the land -- the mystical tool
of a dark empire hungry for conquest and destruction
-- and Kaspar has inadvertently discovered the key.
Suddenly, Midkemia's last hope is a disgraced and
exiled duke whose history is written in blood, and
who now must wield his sword as her champion . . .
if he so chooses..
Discover the origins of Durzo Blint in this original
novella set in the world of Brent Weeks's New York
Times bestselling Night Angel Trilogy. Gaelan
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Starfire is a careful, quiet, simpler farmer. He's also
an immortal, peerless in the arts of war. Over the
centuries, he's worn many faces to hide his gift, but
he is a man ill-fit for obscurity. When Gaelan must
take a job hunting down the world's finest assassins
for the beautiful courtesan and crime lord Gwinvere
Kirena what he finds may destroy everything he's
ever believed in. Includes the short story "I, Night
Angel" Night AngelThe Way of ShadowsShadow's
EdgeBeyond the Shadows Night Angel: The
Complete Trilogy (omnibus)Perfect Shadow: A Night
Angel NovellaThe Way of Shadows: The Graphic
Novel LightbringerThe Black PrismThe Blinding
KnifeThe Broken EyeThe Blood Mirror
* This is the first book to discuss competitive battling
robots using MINDSTORMS. * This is written by an
experienced robot builder, who is very active in the
community. * Will contain the most thorough,
realistic, and highest quality set of LEGO®
instructions available. * Mass popularity for robot
building is growing: robot clubs are appearing in
schools and universities, competitions are becoming
more widespread. *The technology is very consumerfriendly.
The Book of Shadows acts a little like a Wiccan's guide book,
holding a varied amount of knowledge from rituals and spells
to beliefs and traditions. Written by Gerald Gardiner in the late
1940's to early 1950's for his coven of Brickett Wood, it was
written to guide beginning Wiccans. They used information
from this book, adding and leaving out information to suit their
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own books. A Wiccan who joined Gardiner's coven and later
a high priestess, Doreen Valiente, decided to rework
Gardiner's original tome. She is credited with creating the
Wiccan Rede and also contributed her own poetry to the
publication. In earlier times, Wicca was mostly run by covens,
which would have only one Book of Shadows, which was the
responsibility of the High Priest or Priestess. However, today,
Wicca has changed and often a coven will have its own Book
of Spells while each individual Wiccan has their own singular
Book of Shadows that they develop themselves. It is a highly
personal book which reflects the individuality of each
practitioner. Practitioners do not always belong to a coven
and they will usually develop a Book of Shadows on their
own. The Book of Shadows (BOS) is an item every Wiccan
needs. It stores information on spells, rituals, materials, and
knowledge you will need for your Wiccan practice and helps
you start on your Wiccan path. It's important for Wiccans to
create a Book of Shadows to store their knowledge. Take
advantage of this great opportunity and learn how to create
your own book of shadows! BLESSED BE!
The razor-sharp first novel in the Night Angel trilogy, from
international bestseller Brent Weeks The perfect killer has no
friends. Only targets. For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art.
And he is the city's most accomplished artist, his talents
required from alleyway to courtly boudoir. For Azoth, survival
is precarious. Something you never take for granted. As a
guild rat, he's grown up in the slums, and learned the hard
way to judge people quickly - and to take risks. Risks like
apprenticing himself to Durzo Blint. But to be accepted, Azoth
must turn his back on his old life and embrace a new identity
and name. As Kylar Stern, he must learn to navigate the
assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange magics and cultivate a flair for death. 'Brent Weeks is so good it's
beginning to tick me off' Peter V. Brett 'Weeks has a style of
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immediacy and detail that pulls the reader relentlessly into the
story. He doesn't allow you to look away' Robin Hobb 'I was
mesmerised from start to finish. Unforgettable characters, a
plot that kept me guessing, non-stop action and the kind of indepth storytelling that makes me admire a writers' work' Terry
Brooks 'Weeks has truly cemented his place among the great
epic fantasy writers of our time' British Fantasy Society Books
by Brent Weeks Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's
Edge Beyond the Shadows Perfect Shadow (novella)
Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken
Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White
When the revolutionary technology of photography erupted in
American culture in 1839, it swiftly became, in the day's
parlance, a "mania." This richly illustrated book positions
vernacular photography at the center of the study of
nineteenth-century American religious life. As an empirical
tool, photography captured many of the signal scenes of
American life, from the gold rush to the bloody battlefields of
the Civil War. But photographs did not simply display neutral
records of people, places, and things; rather, commonplace
photographs became inscribed with spiritual meaning,
disclosing, not merely signifying, a power that lay beyond.
Rachel McBride Lindsey demonstrates that what people
beheld when they looked at a photograph had as much to do
with what lay outside the frame--theological expectations, for
example--as with what the camera had recorded. Whether
studio portraits tucked into Bibles, postmortem portraits with
locks of hair attached, "spirit" photography, stereographs of
the Holy Land, or magic lanterns used in biblical instruction,
photographs were curated, beheld, displayed, and valued as
physical artifacts that functioned both as relics and as icons
of religious practice. Lindsey's interpretation of "vernacular"
as an analytic introduces a way to consider anew the cultural,
social, and material reach of religion. A multimedia
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collaboration with MAVCOR—Center for the Study of Material
& Visual Cultures of Religion—at Yale University.
Emma is torn between her passion for Julian and her need to
protect him from the consequences of a forbidden romantic
partnership, a situation challenged by her relationship with
Mark and his efforts to regain his Shadowhunter capabilities.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have
a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about
God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges
us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our
relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds.
To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in
various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist
teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his
spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal
relationship with God.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLING MILITARY
ADVENTURE SERIES. A new addition to the Kildar military
adventure series created by John Ringo. Sequel to Ghost,
Kildar, Choosers of the Slain and Unto the Breach. After
saving America from Middle Eastern terrorists, even Mike
Harmon and the Keldara could use a vacation. Of course, the
Kildar•s idea of a vacation includes taking down pirates in the
Singapore Straits. But when he finds computer chips
designed to run nuclear reactors in the pirate booty, Harmon
has a new mission thrust upon him_discover how bottomfeeding thieves got their hands on top-secret technology. The
chips are headed for newly democratic Myanmar, a country
vital to American interests in the region. Now Harmon finds
himself in a desperate race to learn who stole the chips and
why. From glittering Hong Kong to the slums of Thailand to
the swamps of Myanmar, Harmon and his Keldara team
follow a trail of death and deceit across the glittering
underbelly of Southeast Asia. And as the path winds through
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dark jungle and slave labor camps to the heart of newborn
democracy, Harmon must devise a way to prevent the nasty
overthrow of a nation•s capital by totalitarian tyrants. But if
there•s one thing Mike and the Keldara specialize in, it•s
doing what it takes to give freedom a chance. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management). _[Ringo•s SF is] peopled with threedimensional characters and spiced with personal drama as
well as tactical finesse.Ó ¾Library Journal _. . .explosive. . .
.Fans of strong military SF will appreciate Ringo•s lively
narrative and flavorful characters.Ó ¾Publishers Weekly
_The interstellar skullduggery is thick, and the final action
sequence . . . is practically impossible not to read in one
sitting. . .exceedingly impressive. . .executed with skill, verve,
and wit.Ó ¾Booklist _Ringo provides a textbook example of
how a novel in the military SF subgenre should be written. . . .
Crackerjack storytelling.Ó ¾Starlog
In a world where the League and its assassins rule, where
betrayal and treachery are everywhere, the only survivors are
those ones who are...born of shadows. For Caillen Dagan, a
defiant soldier of fortune, survival isn't a right, it's a brutal
daily battle. Moving through the Ichidaian universe like a
wraith, his brushes with the law and death are legendary. But
when an act of rare heroism reveals his hidden birthright, he's
forced into a world much more dangerous and cold-hearted
than the bloody streets where he was raised-one of obscene
wealth and lethal politics. Ferocious and determined,
Desideria serves as an official bodyguard for her queen. Born
of questionable genetics, she will do anything to prove herself
worthy of the weapons she carries and the position she's won
by combat. But when she uncovers a ruthless plot to
assassinate the queen and overthrow her country's
government, Desideria is caught in the crosshairs. With
assassination contracts out on both of them, Caillen and
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Desideria must learn to fight together or die alone. And if they
fail, their governments will fall into the hands of an
unimaginable evil.
An all-new official prequel novel to Shadowlands, the next
expansion for Blizzard Entertainment’s legendary online
game World of Warcraft “The Horde is nothing!” With those
infamous words, Sylvanas Windrunner betrayed and
abandoned the Horde she vowed to serve. The Dark Lady
and her forces now work in the shadows as both the Horde
and Alliance, including her own sister, Alleria, race to uncover
her next move. Struggling to shoulder the crushing weight of
leadership, King Anduin entrusts the void elf and High Exarch
Turalyon to uncover Sylvanas’s whereabouts. The Horde
now stands at a crossroads. The various factions form a
council, leaving the mantle of warchief to rest. Thrall,
Lor’themar Theron, Baine Bloodhoof, First Arcanist
Thalyssra, and many other familiar faces rise to this new
challenge. But the threats are numerous, and the distrust
runs too deep. When the council is derailed by a failed
assassination attempt on Talanji—the Zandalari queen and a
key ally—Thrall and the rest of the Horde leaders are forced
into action. They empower the young troll shaman Zekhan,
still grieving the loss of Varok Saurfang, with a critical mission
to aid Talanji and help uncover the rising threat against her.
Meanwhile, Nathanos Blightcaller and Sira Moonwarden have
been tasked by the Dark Lady with a terrifying gambit: to kill
the troll loa of death himself, Bwonsamdi. As Zekhan and
Talanji work to save Bwonsamdi, their journey will be a key
turning point in bolstering the Horde against the coming
darkness and finding themselves along the way. Failure to
save their allies and the trickster god will surely doom
them—but through success, they may rediscover what makes
the Horde strong.
The omnibus edition of New York Times bestselling author
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Brent Weeks' blockbuster NIGHT ANGEL TRILOGY. With
over one million copies in print, Brent Weeks has become one
of the fastest selling new fantasy authors of all time. For
Durzo Blint, assassination is an art - and he is the city's most
accomplished artist. For Azoth, survival is just the beginning.
He was raised on the streets and knows an opportunity when
he sees one - even when the risks are as high as working for
someone like Durzo Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate the
assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange magics and become the perfect killer. THE NIGHT ANGEL TRILOGY,
one of the most popular epic fantasy series in recent years, is
compiled into one volume for the first time. Included in this
omnibus edition are: The Way of Shadows, Shadow's Edge,
and Beyond the Shadows.
The Path of Shadows takes the reader deep in the sunless
realm of hidden, subterranean gods, the world of the dead,
and ancient Greek occult practices.
Sarah J. Maas's global #1 bestselling THRONE OF GLASS
series reaches new heights in this sweeping fourth
instalment. Everyone Celaena Sardothien loves has been
taken from her. Now she returns to the empire – to confront
the shadows of her past ... Bloodthirsty for revenge on the
two men responsible for destroying her life, and desperate to
find out if the prince and his captain are safe, Celaena returns
to Rifthold. She has accepted her identity as Aelin
Galathynius, the lost Queen of Terrasen. But before she can
reclaim her throne, there are dark truths to learn and debts to
be paid. Aelin must stay hidden beneath her assassin's hood
and draw on her mortal strength as Celaena to prevent the
King of Adarlan from tearing her world apart. Only then can
she fight for her people. Readers will be held rapt as
Celaena's story builds to an agonising crescendo, packed
with heart-pounding action and searing romance.
Discover the fascinating history, tradition, and modern uses of
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the Book of Shadows. This fun and easy-to-use guide
provides essential information on creating and consecrating a
Book of Shadows, as well as how to make it a part of your
practice. Learn about the various types of Books of Shadows,
their roles throughout history, and how they differ from regular
spellbooks. Enjoy advice and excerpts from the grimoires of
well-known modern and historical Witches. Explore a wide
variety of ideas for what to include in your own Book of
Shadows. Like a magical chart showing where you've been
and where you're going, this wonderful tool is your personal
guide to Witchcraft. Praise: "This is the complete guide to the
Book of Shadows...Mankey has given Wiccans a great
gift."—John Beckett, blogger at "Under the Ancient Oaks" and
author of The Path of Paganism "This engaging, personal,
and well-researched book explores a little-considered subject,
the Book of Shadows, from every angle."—Yvonne Aburrow,
author of All Acts of Love and Pleasure: Inclusive Wicca
(Avalonia, 2014) "If Books of Shadows are your bag, then
look no further. Jason Mankey once again shows off his skill
as a well-practiced Witch with this collection of stories, tips,
and tricks about that most personal of magical tools: the Book
of Shadows. A great addition to every Wiccan's shelf."—Jenna
T. Beachy, author of The Secret Country of Yourself:
Discover the Powerful Magick of Your Endless Inner World
"As always, Mankey brings insight and delight to the magickal
process. The Witch's Book of Shadows is an in-depth, yet
approachable guidebook to all the elements of crafting your
own Books of Shadows. Dive in and enjoy!"—Lasara Firefox
Allen, bestselling author of Jailbreaking the Goddess: A
Radical Revisioning of Feminist Spirituality
From New York Times bestselling author Brent Weeks... For
Durzo Blint, assassination is an art-and he is the city's most
accomplished artist. For Azoth, survival is just the beginning.
He was raised on the streets and knows an opportunity when
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he sees one-even when the risks are as high as working for
someone like Durzo Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate the
assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange magics and become the perfect killer. The New York Times bestseller
The Way of Shadows launched Brent Weeks' Night Angel
Trilogy - one of the most successful fantasy series in recent
years. Now, for the first time, get the complete story in one
special edition boxed set. Night Angel The Way of Shadows
Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The
Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel
Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel
For more from Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The
Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood
Mirror
Tricia Levenseller, author of Daughter of the Pirate King, is
back with an epic YA tale of ambition and love in The
Shadows Between Us... “They’ve never found the body of
the first and only boy who broke my heart. And they never
will.” Alessandra is tired of being overlooked, but she has a
plan to gain power: 1) Woo the Shadow King. 2) Marry him. 3)
Kill him and take his kingdom for herself. No one knows the
extent of the freshly crowned Shadow King’s power. Some
say he can command the shadows that swirl around him to do
his bidding. Others say they speak to him, whispering the
thoughts of his enemies. Regardless, Alessandra knows what
she deserves, and she’s going to do everything within her
power to get it. But Alessandra’s not the only one trying to kill
the king. As attempts on his life are made, she finds herself
trying to keep him alive long enough for him to make her his
queen—all while struggling not to lose her heart. After all, who
better for a Shadow King than a cunning, villainous queen?
“Tricia Levenseller’s latest, The Shadows Between Us, is a
decadent and wickedly addictive fantasy, full of schemes and
court intrigue, and delightful descriptions of food, which I am
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always a fan of.” —Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns series
THE PERFECT KILLER HAS NO FRIENDS, ONLY
TARGETS. For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art. And he is
the city's most accomplished artist, his talents required from
alleyway to courtly boudoir. For Azoth, survival is precarious.
Something you never take for granted. As a guild rat, he's
grown up in the slums and learned the hard way to judge
people quickly - and to take risks. Risks like apprenticing
himself to Durzo Blint. But to be accepted, Azoth must turn
his back on his old life and embrace a new identity and name.
As Kylar Stern, he must learn to navigate the assassins' world
of dangerous politics and strange magics - and cultivate a flair
for death. See Brent Weeks's New York Times bestselling
fantasy of assassins and thieves come to life in this graphic
novel adaptation with art by Marvel and DC Comics artist
Andy MacDonald.
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